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Chapter IV
Priests, Merchants, Warriors and Controversies about the Right to War (c. 1000 – c. 1450)

Claims for Autonomy
Within the great tradition of the law of war and peace, the fundamental problem of determining the
criteria for the justice of war found basically uncontroversial solutions: Wars were just, when
approved by religious institutions in charge of legitimising them, when conducted under the control
of legitimate rulers and when arguable claims for compensation for previously inflicted injustice had
found no response. The question under which conditions rulers could be legitimate and religious
institutions could authoritatively approve of wars did not arise, because the great tradition of the law
of war and peace derived the principles of the validity of the law from religious beliefs. Differences
in theological dogma informing specific elements of these beliefs and, by consequence, taken to be
acceptable only within specific communities of believers, had no impact on the underlying
conviction, common to the various dogmata, that the justice of wars should be determined in line
with religion.
However, since the eleventh century, beginning in Latin Christendom, the degree of
certainty declined that general norms of the law of war and peace, as derived from Christian
religious beliefs, could be taken to be valid for humankind as a whole. Instead, doubts came up
whether all incumbents to legitimate institutions of rule could ipso iure be entitled to the right to war.
The reasons, why these doubts arose in Latin Christendom, were complex and not only impacted on
the law of war and peace, but also on the structure of political communities as well as the perception
of the world as a divinely willed order. In the present context, these reasons can be addressed only
with regard to the law of war and peace.
Some of these reasons had already been recognisable in previous centuries, although they
had then not ushered in questions about the foundations of the law of war and peace. One of the
older factors consisted in the large number of types of rulers, each accepted as having the right to
war while all challenging this very entitlement among themselves. This conflict is on record already
in the law of King Ine of 694 relating to the size of legitimate armed forces.1 This law seems to
point to Ine’s attempt at restricting the use of the right to war to rulers capable of mobilising more
than 35 warriors. The number, in its own right, seems small but should be correlated with the
standard size of seventh-century armed forces. If at the time, a standard armed force consisted of 200
to 300 men,2 army of 35 warriors is by no means a negligible fighting force. However, Ine’s law
was a unique case in its own time, and it remains unknown to what extent it was then actually
applied.
Efforts to accomplish autonomy in the ecclesiastical realm are better known. The Catholic
Church witnessed the rise of monastic communities since the sixth century, some of which
succeeded in finding exemption from direct episcopal supervision. They accomplished exemption
through papal privileges, placing sole control over these monasteries in the papal curia. Monasteries
were sworn communities of monks and nuns, vowing to observe particular rules, which were usually
laid down in writing. Monasteries might form larger communities following the same rules. Already
in the sixth century, the Latin word ordo came in use for these communities of monasteries. The
word ordo referred to the order on which each monastic community, community of monasteries as
well as the world as a whole appeared to be based. It found its way into the European vernacular
languages and had been represented by English ‘order’ in the dual sense of the monastic order and
the order of the world. Initially, monastic orders were autonomous communities demanding for them
a specific position in the order of the world. In the case that they succeeded in acquiring a papal
privilege sanctioning their autonomy vis-à-vis bishops, they also had the option of expanding the
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monasteries into centres of secular rule and even to establish an order that was not bound by a
monastic vow. The transformation of monasteries into centres of secular rule began in the eighth
century; religious orders without ties to monastic vow first came into existence in the eleventh
century. Specifically in Southern Germany and the Alps, but not only in these areas, many
monasteries acquired autonomous status, such as Fulda, St Gall and Quedlinburg, to name only some
major institutions.
The model of the autonomous sworn community did not remain confined to the
ecclesiastical realm. Outside the church, autonomous sworn communities are on record from the
eighth century, but they had a dubious reputation. These communities appeared to be groups whose
members united themselves not just for honourable purposes but could straightforwardly pursue
criminal intentions. Therefore, they became targets of rulers’ legislation aimed at suppressing the
activities of these groups.3 Whether this impression was always drawn on good reason, remains
difficult to determine in each recorded case, but some of these groups acted as sworn communities of
merchants engaged in trade across the Northern Seas and Western Eurasia, even reaching Baghdad
during the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries. 4 Since the eleventh century, these merchants
established the habit of forming guilds meeting at local markets and trade fairs.5 Since that time,
especially in Northern Italy, guilds of merchants and artisans combined their activities into local
urban settlements of producers and distributors, striving to turn their towns and cities into
autonomous political communities. They accomplished this goal either by way of obtaining the
privilege of self-government from some power-holder in the vicinity, such as Freiburg in Southwest
Germany early in the twelfth century, 6 or through the incremental acquisition of various
entitlements relating to the production of goods, the conduct of trade and the maintenance of order
within their urban communities. The bundling of these entitlements, specifically privileges for
holding markets and for minting, could eventually usher in the autonomy of a town or city. Northern
Italy, the German-speaking areas and the Low Countries were homes to an exceptionally large
number of autonomous towns and cities, the total number of which amounted to roughly 4000 in
Latin Christendom between c. 1000 and c. 1450. Towns and cities as autonomous political
communities were entitled to implement rule according to their own laws, including their right to
war (ius ad bellum).
The inhabitants of autonomous towns and cities, in contradistinction against monastic
communities, did not place themselves to an explicit vow, subjecting them to specified rules for the
conduct of their lives. Yet, the inhabitants of towns and cities did oblige themselves to accept the rule
of law within their political communities. The laws in force for an autonomous town or city were
usually laid down in writing and, as with monastic orders, could be accepted as valid in several
towns and cities. Urban law positioned urban political communities as part of the divinely willed
world order. Hence, fourteenth-century and later political theorists could equate urban government as
the model for government anywhere in the world.7 Many towns and cities even demonstrated their
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autonomy through their architectural structure within the physical environment. Following the
precedent of ancient Roman cities, they encircled their settlements with enceintes, occasionally with
circular earthworks, designed as fortifications against external enemies. In some cases, notably in
Northern Italy, towns and cities became autonomous communities on the foundations of Roman
settlements and simply expanded the walls from their Roman basis. This architectural structure
likened towns and cities to the fortified residences of aristocrats, which were emerging roughly at the
same time. At the turn towards the eleventh century, some aristocrats began to move their residences
out of rural villages to uphill locations where the landcape allowed them to do so, and protected
them with walls. They used their fortified residences as centres of rule of rural villages in the vicinity.
The Latin word burgus together with its cognate burh, the root for Modern English borough,
common since the eight century, came in use for these residences as well as for urban communities
equipped with walls.8 Initially, many a town and city was burgus, but not every burgus was a town
or city. Some towns grew at the bottom of an aristocratic burgus, with walls separating the urban
settlement from the aristocratic residence. In other cases, the wall may have encircled both the urban
settlement and the aristocratic residence. Still other autonomous towns and cities used the name
element burgus, such as Hamburg, although they featured no relation with any nearby aristocratic
residence. The relations between autonomous urban political communities and nearby or even
distant aristocratic rulers were often conflictual, with wars being endemic. Specifically large cities,
such as those in the German Hansa League, namely Hamburg, Lübeck or Cologne, as well as
Frankfurt or Nuremberg outside the League, often clinched with aristocrats in the vicinity, but also
used the right to war in campaigns against rulers over large territories such as the King of Denmark.
These campaigns ranked as just wars.
Merchants from towns and cities in Latin Christendom were embedded in networks
spanning large parts of the Eurasian-African continental block and facilitating trade relations
reaching as far as the interior of West Africa and East Asia. Some merchants undertook long-distance
journeys to remote markets. The Venetian Polo family became famous for its two journeys to China,
the latter of which lasted about twenty-five years at the end of the thirteenth century. Marco Polo (c.
1254 – 1324), a member of the travelling group, belonged to the very few traders who allowed the
report on his experiences to be transmitted in writing, thereby making them available to a wider
audience rather than keeping them as a professional secret.9 The first journey, in which Marco Polo
did not participate, is known only from the brief remarks he included in his report about the second
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journey. However, he did report that, on its return from the first visit, his father Maffeo obtained
golden tablets requesting the granting of hospitality to him and his fellow travellers. The report
seems trustworthy, as Marco inherited some gold tablets, which may have been identical with the
hospitality instructions for Maffeo. With regard to the second journey, Marco provided details about
the route the group had taken on its way and also described his activities in China. He also
mentioned an island called Zipangu, placing it at a position usually featuring terrestrial paradise in
world maps of Latin Christendom. In his fourteenth-century Yüan-shi, Lian Song (1310 – 1381)
mentioned some Make Boluo and appears to refer to Marco Polo.10 In the trading network, Cairo
served as a pivotal point, providing for a central market where trading routes connected Africa, Asia
and Europe. Cairo also served not only served as a market for goods but also for news.
Apparently at the turn towards the eleventh century, aristocratic power holders began to
identify themselves as members of a distinct ordo. They derived their status not from the model of
the sworn community, into which members could seek acceptance at their own discretion. By
contrast, aristocrats traced their own ordo directly back to what they gave out as divine will. The
aristocratic ordo thus served as ideology purporting to legitimise aristocratic rule as part of the
divinely willed world order. From their ideology, aristocrats derived the claim that membership in
their ordo could only be acquired by birth, but, as a rule, not through some formal act of admission.
At the turn towards the eleventh century, Catholic theologians11 sought to support the claim for the
divine origin of aristocratic ruling privileges, including the right to war, through resort to a schematic
classification of the social order of humankind into the three ordines of priests, warriors and
peasants.12 This particular meaning of ordo was also represented by the Latin word status. The
choice of this word was appropriate, as it was derived from the Latin verb stare, meaning ‘to stand’
and was thus applicable to the three ordines of humankind credited with perpetuity as part of the
divinely willed world. The European vernacular languages borrowed the Latin word status in
slightly modified versions, among them Modern French état, Modern English ‘estate’ as well as
‘state’, German Staat together with the loan formation Stand. Accordingly, the “warrior estate” was
initially the ordo of the warriors with their privileged status, to which access was restricted by birth.
Aristocrats as members of the “warrior estate” thus claimed autonomy of rule for
themselves, including the privilege of the right to war. Consequently, these privileged warriors had
to be differentiable from ordinary warriors, who were being summoned to arms at rulers’ request and,
hence, did not have their own right to conduct just wars. In order for this distinction to become
operable, a specific, mainly literary warrior ethics emerged, again during the eleventh century. This
ethics imposed tight moral obligations upon members of the “warrior estate”, explicitly demanding
readiness for service and willingness to respect the honour of all estate members. Aristocrats
implementing the warrior ethics ranked as “knights”. Originally, this word was a term for warriors
fighting on horseback, thereby distinguishing them from ordinary non-aristocratic infantrymen.
However, since the fourteenth century, the link between knighthood and capability to fight on
horseback softened. From the eleventh century, knights, like monks, could unite into religious orders.
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Initially, knightly orders were established in contexts of planned military campaigns. From then on,
they converted into permanent institutions and could acquire their own entitlements to rule over land
and resident population groups.13
These variegated types of power holders were added to the traditional reges who had been
in control over larger or smaller territories with gentes as resident population groups. The number of
rulers claiming for themselves the royal title re-increased from the tenth century. More often than in
previous centuries, the Latin title rex came to be supplemented with vernacular forms such as
English ‘king’, although this word, in the form cyning, had been on record in official use since the
seventh century. Areas in Europe placed under the rule of reges or kings since the eleventh century
could be considered to lie outside the confines of the Roman Imperium, such as Scotland, Poland,
Hungary, Sicily, Portugal, Aragón and Castile; but, like Bohemia, they could also be perceived as
part of the Imperium. The new kingdoms filled the ranks of the few remaining older counterparts,
namely Denmark, England, France and Sweden. The eleventh century even witnessed the creation of
the “Rex Romanorum”, the Roman king next to the Roman Imperator, as the head of the “Regnum
Teutonicum”, the Kingdom of the Germans, came into existence within the Roman Imperium during
the eleventh century.14 The new kingdoms, together with their traditional counterparts, faced the
Roman Imperium to the North, West and South, so that the Imperium had to appeared as factually
limited through borders with its neighbouring kingdoms. As by the same time kingdoms were in
existence within the Imperium, the questions, of which legal rules could regulate the relations
between the Roman Imperator and the several kings and whether there was a distinction in rank
between the Imperator as the believed universal ruler and the various autonomous rulers over larger
or smaller areas, had to find their answers.

Claims for Universal Rule and the Right to War
The Roman Imperator in the Occident for Latin Christendom, together with the Basileus in
Byzantium for Greek Christendom, continued to hold their positions as universal rulers above the
local kings and other holders of secular power. The Catholic and the Orthodox churches separated in
1054 through the reciprocal excommunication. This was primarily a matter of internal ecclesiastical
organisation with little immediate impact on the relations of the two Christian universal rulers. Yet in
the long run, it did ferment alienation between the two religious communities by dividing them into
two confessional camps with dogmatic and often also spatial boundaries. Even though the separation
of the Orthodox and the Catholic churches did not imply the division of the Roman Imperium, it did
elevate onto the political agenda the awkward question, how the two Christian rulers could cooperate
to the end of preserving the Roman Imperium as an institution guaranteeing the continuity of the
world.15 In Christian perspective, the question appeared urgent in view of the fact that Muslims
stood in control of the Holy Land in Palestine. Moreover, fears of the approaching end of the world
gained strength at the turn towards the second millennium.16 Because both, the Occidental and the
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Byzantine Basileus clashed with Muslim rulers in West Asia in their pursuit of claims towards
universal rule, conflict between Christian and Muslim rulers about Palestine were becoming the
more likely the more intense the belief intensified that Palestine was the centre of the world. In
Christian perspective, the claim for universal rule was, then, no longer mere ideology, capable of
pragmatically reconciling rival claims. Rather, since the second half of the eleventh century, at least
some Christian rulers began to ascribe to themselves the task of implementing universal rule through
the use of military means to the end of facilitating the conquest of Palestine.17
Practically, plans of military conquest remained confined to the eastern Mediterranean area.
However, the intention of implementing the claim towards universal rule through military force
translated into the strategy of conducting war against rulers and groups, factually or apparently
outside the reach of or even resisting the control of the Basileus. In Roman imperial perspective,
there were three categories of enemies of the Roman Imperium: first political communities within
the Imperium demanding autonomy for themselves; second outside the Imperium, but within Latin
Christendom rulers, specifically the King of France, who were denying any dependence upon the
Imperator; third, beyond Latin Christendom, rulers either in control over areas bordering on the
Roman Imperium or articulating their own claims for universal rule, namely Muslim rulers in West
Asia, North Africa, the Iberian Peninsula and, since the fourteenth century, the Ottoman Turkish
Sultan extending his sway over the Balkans. These three overlapping fields of conflict formed the
background for the introduction of new norms into the law of war and peace. Within the framework
of economics and politics of Latin Christendom, new rules were added to the basic stock which had
formed the law of war and peace since Ancient Near Eastern times. The increasing demand for new
norms, in turn, resulted in new approaches to theories of politics and of the law of war and peace
However, claims for universal rule articulated in China at the same time, specifically
through the Yuan-Dynasty (1279 – 1368) by military means and by its successor, the Ming-Dynasty
(1368 – 1644) through the practical conducts of politics, did not encounter responses among the
competing universal rulers in the Mediterranean area. Chinese armies were never marched against
Byzantine or Latin Christian forces, even though Mongolian warrior bands briefly penetrated into
interior domains of the Arab Muslim world and touched upon the boundaries of Latin Christendom.
The trans-Eurasian trade and other relations, jointly with trade relations between the Roman
Imperium and the Songhai Imperium, which had been formed in the interior of West Africa in the
tenth century as well as between the Roman Imperium and the Mali Imperium established in the
upper Niger valley during in the fourteenth century, all continued to remain under the rule of the law
of war and peace as constituted through the great tradition. The economic and political
transformations occurring in Latin Christendom had no impact on areas east of Byzantium and West
Asia up until the end of the fifteenth century. They also did not restrict the intensity of trade relations
of some Christian cities, such as Genua and Venice, with markets in areas under Muslim control,
specifically Cairo, and elsewhere in Africa and Asia.
Yet, the process of the formation of a pluralism of types of rulers impeded the construction
of a sufficiently precise legal terminology applicable to types of rulers. This was so because the
ideological foundations for theories of universal rule substantively differed from ideologies apt to
legitimise quests for the recognition of the autonomy of government over partial territories and their
residents. Notably, the solution of the problem of determining the legal status of universal rulers
vis-à-vis rulers over more or less precisely demarcated territories proved to be a formidable task for
political and legal theorists. Even a generic term for these territories and their rulers was lacking.
Bishop John of Salisbury (c. 1120 – 1180), for one, decided to use the phrase res publica for the state
and equated the armed forces with the “armed hand of the state”. He viewed the armed forces as
cooperating closely with adjudicatory institutions, which he ranked as the “unarmed hand of the
state”. John of Salisbury expected that cooperation between both “hands of the state” could
contribute to the provision of “protection of life, hopes and the afterworld of working communities
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against enemies”.18 But res publica and other terms such as civitas could neither denote political
communities other than states nor could they encompass the order of the world as a whole. On the
other side, the Latin word status could stand for many things, estates as ordines, the divinely willed
condition of the world and many types of power holders. The fundamental differences among the
various types of ordo could apparently not be subsumed into a generic concept and a single word.
The consequences for the conceptualisation of the law of war and peace were
straightforward. If, in view of the pluralism of types of rulers, no ranking scheme could be imposed
upon them, all legitimate power holders would have to be granted their own right to war (ius ad
bellum). Hence, there was no criterion, cast into legal norms, according to which legitimate power
holders could be denied the capability of conducting just wars. This was so because, according to the
great tradition of the law of war and peace, determining the justice of wars critically hinged on the
ascertainability and recognition of the legitimacy of rule. However, as the pluralism of types of
legitimate rulers sparked conflicts over the demarcation of borders, recognition of rank and the legal
implications of titles on actual ruling competences, with all these conflicts frequently resulting in
wars, efforts to restrict the right to war and the war-making capability were mandatory under the
overarching common goal of preserving the stability of the divinely willed world order. Moreover,
not only the number of military conflicts increased but also the size of armed forces led into battle
and the sophistication of the weaponry expanded the destructive capacity of military action.
Initiatives to generate regulations of war and the ius ad bellum, beyond the restatement of
norms pertaining to the great tradition of the law of war and peace, originated from the Catholic
Church at the turn towards the eleventh century. Since that time, specifically bishops campaigned for
the recognition of “sacred zones” around church buildings banning, among other things, the use of
weapons within these zones. In Spain, these zones were unknown by the word sagrera. Already in
the course of the eleventh century, bishops, mainly in Western Europe, began to mandate peace at
specified places for limited periods under the technical term of the “Peace of God”.19 In the course
of the twelfth century, secular rulers, including the Roman Imperator, joined the movement of the
“Peace of God” and imposed regulations for the so-called “territorial peace” (Landfrieden) in areas
under their control, including the prohibition to use weapons. These prohibitions were considered
enforceable against every resident in these areas, including aristocrats.20 The condition was that the
population groups under the sway of territorial rulers, having been turned into their subjects, should
settle their disputes before territorial courts of adjudication. In autonomous cities, the prohibition to
carry weapons had existed anyway for all participants in urban activities, not just for residents. The
condition, in this case, was that urban councils as governing institutions possessed the equivalent of
the monopoly of the use of force within the communities under their control.21 But these measures,
taken together, did not succeed in curtailing the aristocratic right to war in the long run, primarily
when knights bore rule over dependent framing villages and retained their capability to expand the
area under their sway at the expense of rival knights.
Nevertheless, the right to war, even when aristocrats could claim it successfully, was not
necessarily of practical use, as its exercise depended upon the capability of mobilising a fighting
force. Conventionally, aristocratic rulers would either recruit warriors from the farming population
under their control or employ paid mercenaries, in order to lead them into battle. Some peasant
warriors could form special contingents using technical weapons such as the bow, while some
mercenaries could specialise in the use of crossbows. In any case, aristocratic rulers either needed
considerable funds or a large population of subjects allowing the recruitment of sizeable fighting
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forces. Hence, the size of the territory and the numbers of residents crucially affected the
war-making capability of aristocratic knights, irrespective of their legal entitlement to conduct wars.
Lesser aristocrats often had no choice other than to allow being employed in service to a higher,
more affluent ruler or a city council, unless they forged alliances among themselves. Practical
conduct of war thus privileged the higher aristocracy, whose members had better chances of
expanding the territory under their control, which, in turn, provided them with more ample military
means. In consequence of this hierarchisation of the aristocracy, a formal ordering scheme for
aristocrats became institutionalised during the twelfth century, replacing the older criterion of
measuring the rank of aristocratic kin groups in accordance with the length of their ascertainable
genealogical tradition. The new ordering scheme, enforced explicitly only for a part of the Roman
Imperium but tacitly applied elsewhere in Latin Christendom as well, provided for a ranks of titles of
rulers, featuring the royal title in the highest echelon above dukes, earls and ordinary barons.22 The
ranking scheme did not have to imply that areas under the control of barons or earls were necessarily
identified as parts of territories under the sway of higher ranking aristocrats. Even though this
perception is on record for England and France already for the eleventh century, within the Roman
Imperium duchies, earldoms, territories under the rule of barons, towns and cities as well as
territories under monastic rule could be regarded as exempted from the overlordship of
higher-ranking aristocrats and placed under the sole authority of the Imperator. Within the Imperium,
direct dependence on the Imperator meant the legal recognition of autonomy of control over
demarcated parts of the territory of the Imperium Since the thirteenth century, some kings outside the
Roman Imperium solicited the further claim that they were the highest rulers over the territories and
population groups under their sway. This claim was tantamount to the rejection of any imperial
overlordship over these kingdoms. The kings of England, France and Sicily were explicit in stating
this claim,23 while kings in Spain gave indirect expression to it by styling themselves as Imperator
without attachment to the Roman imperial tradition.
Such processes of the hierarchisation of rulers were not confined to Latin Christendom but
occurred in other parts of the world between the twelfth and the fifteenth centuries as well. Most
notably in Sung-Period China, the number of small local territories increased precipitating military
conflicts about borders and effective control of territories. This prolonged period of rivalries among
local rulers ended with the invasion of Mongol cavalry armies during the thirteenth century, whose
leaders imposed themselves in control over Chinese ruling institutions. In Japan, a warrior aristocrat,
having risen from low ranks, obtained control over competing aristocratic warrior bands in 1192 and
established central governing authority over large parts of the archipelago. But the new authority
quickly decentralized boosting the rise of new rivalling local rulers.
In all these cases, conflicts over the establishment of rank and the recognition of the
autonomy of government increased the number of wars. The aim of these wars was not only victory
in battle but also control over fortified places, specifically towns and cities. These aims enhanced the
deployment of technical devices as weapons targeted both against fortifications and against outside
aggressors. Prominent among these weapons were catapults, crossbows as well as tools capable of
using fire not merely against ships but all sorts of targets. Progressive technologisation of war further
increased the destructive capacity of the weaponry. Next to fire arrows, the iron-founded gun came
in use by the end of the thirteenth century at the latest, allowing the ejection of bullets through
controlled explosions. The type of firearm appears to have initially been directed against large-size
targets, such as fortified urban settlements, and represented merely one type of engines against
fortification. So far, the oldest pictorial record of a firearm comes from China. 24 Possibly,
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Mongolian armies carried the gun to West Asia and to the Mediterranean area, from where it arrived
in Europe. The oldest extant gun appears to have been founded early in the fourteenth century.25
Pictorial and written sources are extant mainly from Southern and Central Europe from the 1320s
and 1330s.26 These early guns quickly grew into sizeable bombards but also converted into portable
firearms deployable against mobile targets.
The use of the fire as a weapon had a long tradition in China as well as in the
Mediterranean area. In addition, Byzantium was the home of an elaborate fortification and
poliorcetic technology, 27 based on Ancient Roman tradition and applied early on in Latin
Christendom as well. Eight- and ninth-century Latin chroniclers reported on sieges of fortified places,
including the use of the fire as a weapon.28 The use of fire in war is also on record from the tenth
century.29 In the twelfth century, Imperator Frederick I (1152 – 1190) ordered the use of catapults in
the war he fought against Northern Italian cities challenging his imperial rule.30 These cities tried to
resist attempts to restore imperial rule by specialising on the production of new types of poliorcetic
weaponry, namely large bombards and crossbows. Crossbows allowed the ejection of arrows which
could fly across wide distances and then penetrate the armouries of aristocratic knights. Initially
during the fourteenth century, these technologically complicated weapons were rarely operated in
battle fields, while a gun appears to have been used in the battle of Crécy fought between the English
and the French army in 1346. But, in this case, the gun does not seem to have decided the outcome
of the battle, in which English longbow men accomplished victory.31
In contradistinction against the Arab Muslim world, initiative towards the technological
development of firearms in Latin Christendom passed from the Imperator and the kings as rulers
over large compounds of territory and commanders of sizeable armed forces to urban councils and
territories under the sway of knightly orders. These institutions availed themselves of firearms in
their campaigns against aristocratic rulers in their vicinity as well as against kings mainly in
Northern Europe. The reason stimulating interest in advancing firearms technology among urban
councils was simple. The production and deployment of large bombards as well as portable firearms
in large numbers demanded huge funds. Aristocratic war lords, holding control only over a limited
territory and small numbers of subjects, could not bear the costs of arming their military forces with
technologically complicated weapons. But even kings and other high-ranking rulers, such as the
kings of England, commanding sizeable armed forces, did not then, as a rule, have at their disposal
amounts of revenue sufficient to allow the equipment of their armed forces with the required
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numbers of firearms. Edward I (1272 – 1307), for one, in the battle of Falkirk (1298), fought with
7000 horsemen and at least twice as many infantrymen on the English side but hardly any of the
novel, technologically sophisticated weapons. 32 Moreover, the number of available technical
specialists was small, who were capable of producing and deploying firearms, mainly gunners in
charge of producing and operating large-size bombards. These specialists usually charged high
wages for their services, which usually only urban councils could provide. Hence, disposal over
firearms placed urban councils within the Roman Imperium in the position of a strategic advantage,
which they could play out against low-ranking aristocratic rulers in struggles for autonomy. Towns
and cities forming urban leagues, such as the German Hansa, could amplify this advantage.
Furthermore, the costs of the construction and maintenance of fortifications by far exceeded the
financial capabilities of most aristocratic rulers. Consequently, only urban councils and high-ranking
aristocratic rulers could afford effective fortifications for towns and cities.33 The firearms enhanced
the destructive potential of urban armies during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries under peculiar
economic and political conditions, not only in consequence of their technological features.34

Concrete Norms of the Law in War and Programs for Peace
Together with changes of political theory, the transformations of the use of weapons in conjunction
with the expansion of military activities provoked the formulation and attempts at the enforcement of
new norms of the law of war and peace. Secular rulers together with Catholic Church institutions
responded through the concretisation of hitherto abstract theological principles of the determination
of the justice of wars and sought to condense these principles into positive legal norms relating to the
law in war (ius in bello). The new textual genre of articles of war served as the means for the
dissemination of these norms among fighting forces whose members received obligation to swear
abidance by the articles before their deployment. Breach of the norms enshrined in the articles of
war was sanctioned with severe punishment. The articles of war regulated combat action in battle
and prescribed the application of the strict distinction between combatants and non-combatants.35
According to the Articles of War, which Frederick I enacted for his troops fighting in Northern Italy
in 1158, warriors had to treat women, children, senior people, clergy and unarmed peasants as
non-combatants and refrain from any action against them.36 Through his enforcement of the strict
distinction between combatants and non-combatants, Frederick promulgated the definition of war as
a conflict among bearers of weapons, who acted by authorisation of rulers as the legitimate holders
of the right to war. Within this perspective, the armies under the command of urban councils, against
whom Frederick was campaigning, were illegitimate resistance forces. At the time, the conceptual
distinction between combatants and non-combatants was neither new nor specific to Latin
Christendom. It had been part of the great tradition of the law of war and peace, serving the purpose
of hedging war. This traditional feature of the law of war and peace was still present in the twelfth
century articles of war, but, in these texts, it took a secondary role behind the needs of maintaining
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effective lines of command under the constraints of battle within armies with growing numbers of
combatants. Accomplishing this goal appeared to be possible through the swearing of oaths to the
end of enforcing the articles of war. Although the articles themselves could not prevent combatants
from infringing upon the norms contained in them, as already Frederick’s biographer lamented,37 the
sanctions threatening punishment breaking the articles did pose a warning for combatants ignoring
them. But Frederick himself as the imperial commander on occasions chose to ignore the obligation
to distinguish between combatants and non-combatants by commanding acts of terror such as the
killing of prisoners of war in the face of his enemies.38 Against these odds, the articles of war did
testify to the twelfth-century conviction that warfare could be regulated and that the enactment of
concrete norms for the law in war belonged to the duties of a legitimate military leader. The articles
of war as a textual genre remained productive to the nineteenth century.
The Catholic Church used its own legislative instruments to oppose the use of technical
devices as weapons it categorised as excessively lethal. For one, a church council meeting at the
Lateran in Rome in 1139 banned the use of crossbows and several subsequent councils restated the
ban.39 Yet, these prohibitions remained without effect, even if they documented efforts to hedge war.
Crossbows eventually went out of use during the fifteenth century, but not in consequence of church
bans. Rather they were superseded by portable firearms, once the targeting capability of these
weapons increased.40
The use of firearms of all sorts raised concerns among critics, who heavily complained
about the disastrous consequences of the burgeoning lethality of warfare and the high frequency of
wars. While, early in the fourteenth century, Dante Alighieri41 could praise the Roman Imperium as
the guarantor of justice and peace42 and treaties between rulers could class peace as the divinely
willed condition of the world threatened solely by the devil,43 fifteenth-century critics of warfare
were unimpressed by such reference to Augustinian peace theology and, instead, treated as empty
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phrases not merely the imperial claim for universal rule but also the demonstrations of willingness to
promote peace in the world as a whole. Critics such as Honoré Bouvet (= Bonet, c. 1340 – c. 1405),
who had received training in law, denounced the conduct of war as the ultimately senseless wrangle
for power among egoistic rulers.44 They also advocated a new image of war. Whereas war had
previously been perceived as a contest for control over political communities justified in pursuit of
the presumed interests of their members, the new image propagated war as a sequence of rulers’
actions standing against the legitimate security demands of combatants and non-combatants alike.
The new literary genre of the Querelae Pacis (Complaints of Peace) began to flourish in the fifteenth
century and relentlessly exposed the horrors of wars.45 Jurist Pierre Dubois (c. 1255 – c. 1321) and
George of Podebrad, King of Bohemia (1458 – 1471), in their own times demanded giving up the
expectation that peace could arise eventually from the peace-bringing activity of the universal ruler.
Instead, they urged rulers, holding the right to war, to instantaneously promote peace through
purposeful human action in the form of the pledges to henceforth settle their disputes by way of
peaceful arbitration.46 These, they further demanded, should be laid down in formal treaties, which
were to be binding for an identifiable group of rulers but not covering the whole world. Both Pierre
Dubois and George of Podebrad designed their proposals of a general peace treaty for enactment by
rulers in Latin Christendom, would envisage the promotion of future unity among all Christian rulers
through access to the treaty, but would not desire to expand the range of the peace treaty to the
boundaries of the globe. Instead, both proposals aimed at the uniting of Christian rulers in
preparation for combat against Muslim rulers in Palestine, thereby being part and parcel of the
crusading rhetoric.

The Crusades and the Law of War
The main factor inducing the confinement of programs for future peace to Latin Christendom,
therefore, was the struggle between Christian and Muslim rulers over the control of Palestine as the
perceived centre of the world. Since the seventh century, relations between Muslims and Christians
had not been without conflict, but had been based on the mutual respect for Christians among
Muslims and vice versa, whereby as late as in the tenth century, Imperator Otto I had authorised a
diplomatic mission to Khalif Abd ar-Rahman of Córdoba. At the turn towards the eleventh century,
however, the Latin Christian perception of Islam changed radically. An event of no more than
temporary significance may have provoked the change, namely the partial destruction of the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem under Khalif al-Hakim (985 – 1021) on 18 October 1009. Even
though the Khalif was soon driven from his office and the church was rebuilt, a report about the
event appeared in an encyclical ascribed to Pope Sergius IV (1009 – 1012) but was probably written
only late in the eleventh century. In this message, the pope is made to style the event as an attack on
Christianity as a whole.47 Thirty years after the event, chronicler Ademar of Chabannes (989 –
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1034) again referred to the occurrence, fusing his report with the vision of the Crucifixus hovering in
the sky and bleeding heavily from his wounds. Thus, Ademar also displayed the event as an
expression of anti-Christian sentiment. 48 Subsequently, Muslims became identifiable as the
perceived archenemies. In his call for war against Muslims of 1 March 1074, Pope Gregory VII
(1073 – 1085) assured everyone, following the call, of absolution from ecclesiastical punishment,
but did not explicitly mention Palestine as the prospective war theatre.49 In fact, the practice of the
Catholic Church to grant absolution from punishments for combatants in struggles against enemies
of the Church achieved currency simultaneously with the rise of the crusading idea.50 In 1095, Pope
Urban II (1088 – 1099) added precision to the general terms of Gregory’s call for war, pleading that
the goal of the Crusade he demanded should be the conquest of Palestine and her subjection to
Christian rule. Muslims, the Pope claimed, had destroyed Christian churches and other sacred places.
The Council of Clermont-Ferrant, to which the pope submitted his plea, granted absolution to all
warriors joining the Crusade. The pope classed the Crusade as a just war providing eternal rewards
for its participants.51
Between 1099 and 1270, five Crusades reached Palestine, before the Crusaders withdrew.
In Crusader perception, the campaigns did not entail lasting success, even though some military
leaders could establish themselves temporarily as rulers over parts of Palestine. Yet the idea, arising
in the course of the eleventh century, that just wars could be launched against Muslims in other parts
of the Mediterranean area, against followers of allegedly heretic movements and against believers of
so-called pagan religions, often served the purpose of legitimising the use of brutal force against
Muslim rulers in the Iberian Peninsula, radical reform movements such as the Albigensians in
southern France as well as against the Old Prussians in the Baltic area, who were coerced to convert
to Christianity. As a rule, warriors conducting the Crusades were knights uniting themselves in
religious orders during their campaigns in Palestine. Two of these orders, the Teutonic Order, known
by this name since the thirteenth century,52 and the Maltese Order, using this name since 1530, rose
to autonomous territorial rulers. The Teutonic Order subjected to its control areas on the southern
shores of the Baltic Sea after the conversion of the Old Prussians during the first half of the
thirteenth century and retained it until 1525. The Maltese Order established itself as ruler over
Rhodes in 1309 and moved to Malta in 1530 after the Turkish conquest of Rhodes in 1522. The
Maltese Order ruled over Malta until 1798 when Napoleon expelled it from the island
Crusaders shared the conviction that non-believers as “infidels”, together with heretics,
were “disloyal” enemies, who did not appear to be justified in demanding respect for the law of war,
even more so if they happened to reside in areas the Crusaders took to be reserved for Christians as
inhabitants and rulers. Within this perspective, Crusades did not serve the purpose of enforcing
demands for compensation but were undertaken as acts of revenge for apparent previously inflicted
injustice.53 Crusaders developed the theory of the just war as a holy war only in the course of their
campaigns. The proclamation of Crusades as holy wars had the consequence that Crusaders and their
civilian supporters admitted solely the complete subjection and conversion of their enemies as their
war aims and assumed that they had entitlement to pursue these aims with all available means,
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including the application of tactics prohibited by the law in war as stated in the Christian articles of
war. As late as in the fifteenth century, Pope Nicholas V (1447 – 1455) continued to adhere to this
position.54 On principle, all knights had the obligation to take part in Crusades and were credited
with the capability of leading them. The obligation applied most strictly to the Imperator as the
perceived universal ruler.
Muslims were not only familiar with the concept of the holy war but had their traditional
theory of the law of war and peace, as formulated in the eighth century, ready for application against
the Crusaders. According to the Muslim theory of the holy war, arrangements for a stable peace were
not possible between Muslims and Christians, but the theory did promote temporary accommodation
agreements. In contradistinction against the Crusaders, Muslims theorists continued to derive the
norms of the law of war and peace from universally valid principles enshrined in religious beliefs.
Hence, they justified the use of tactics and the pursuit of strategic goals in accordance with the
norms of the existing unset law of war and peace.55 Muslim military leaders conducted their
operations under the assumption that the Crusaders, to whom Arab-speaking authors collectively
referred as “Franks”, had come to Palestine as invaders and that military measures had to be
undertaken in defence against the invasion. Within this perspective, Muslim warfare against the
Crusaders was restricted to the defence of Palestine. Whereas the Crusades ranked as the
all-or-nothing struggle for universal rule in Latin Christian strategy, Muslim strategists placed their
military activities at the lower level of local defence measures. They could easily do so, because,
according to the Muslim law of war and peace, the holy war was the basic condition of relations
between Muslims and non-believers not necessarily solliticing concrete long-term and wide-ranging
military activities. Rather, Muslim military leaders fought against invaders on the spot with the
means that were available to them, while entering into temporary accommodation agreements when
the invaders could not be overcome for the time being. Theorists concurred by arguing that the
invaders had to be repelled because there was “no room” (la maqām) for further rulers in Palestine.56
By consequence, already the First Crusade (1096 – 1099) witnessed a number of
accommodation agreements, including the toleration of the establishment of a “Kingdom of
Jerusalem” under Crusader rule in 1099. Mamluk Sultans of Egypt even entered into formal treaty
relations with the “Frankish” “Kings of Jerusalem”.57 As late as in 1229, Mamluk Sultan al-Kamil
Muhammad al-Malik of Cairo (c. 1180 – 1238) could, in a pragmatic effort to maintain peace, grant
Jerusalem to Imperator Frederick II (1198/1220 – 1250) for a period of thirty years, even agreeing
with Fredrick’s formal coronation as “King of Jerusalem” in the same year.58 Frederick II himself
concluded a treaty with the Sultan in 1230 regulating the protection of ships cruising in North
African coastal waters. In 1231, a treaty followed with Emir Abu-Zakaria Yahya I. of Tunis (1229 –
1249). The latter treaty is extant in an edict, through which the Emir guaranteed the release of
Christian prisoners and agreed to provide security along North African coasts. The Emir submitted
the text of his edict to the custody of Frederick II. He thereby not only put on record that treaty
relations between Muslims and Christians remained possible during the Crusades but also confirmed
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his confidence that Frederick would not modify the text of the edict. The practice of the conclusion
of treaties between Muslims and Christians thus remained within the great tradition of the law of war
and peace.59
Muslim rulers and military leaders based their pragmatic approach to the invasion of
Palestine on their expectation that the Crusaders would not be able to keep their positions for long
and that, consequently, wide-ranging military measures were not warranted. Despite the ongoing
animosities, Muslim rulers and jurists in their service stuck to applying the general right of the free
movement of persons (ius peregrinationis) and did not obstruct access by Christians to the Holy
Land. Hence, pilgrimages continued to take place even in the form of organised tours regulated in
contracts between pilgrims and travel entrepreneurs. Bernhard von Breydenbach (c. 1440 – 1497), an
official in the chancellery of the Archbishop Elector of Mainz and visitor to the Holy Land as well as
the Monastery of St Catherine on Mt Sinai, issued a printed report on his pilgrimage in 1486, into
which he inserted the sample of a treaty between a travel entrepreneur (patronus) and pilgrims.
According to the sample, the entrepreneur pledged to provide security for the pilgrims. As the
entrepreneurs, usually owners of Venetian trading vessels en route to Palestine and Egypt, did not
have their own means to implement the pledge, they could only enter into such contracts under the
condition that Muslim rulers usually tolerated pilgrimages to the Holy Land. Because the pilgrims
usually took the same ship for their outgoing and incoming voyages, they had often had only limited
time to spend at the sacred places between the time when they were dropped off at Jaffa and were
picked up there on their return.60
Following the withdrawal of the Crusaders from Palestine, the normal condition of
relations between Christians and Muslims was restored in Muslim perspective. Christian
communities remaining in Palestine as elsewhere in West Asia were left untouched. Throughout the
expansion of their rule during the fourteenth century, Ottoman Turkish sultans continued to practice
toleration of non-believers, provided they fulfilled their duty to pay taxes. Sultan Mehmet II (1451 –
1481) agreed on several treaties with the Republic of Venice. The agreements were written in Greek
and used the formulary of Byzantine legal instruments. Hence, they took the form of the ruler’s acts
of grace, bore the monogram of the Sultan with his name and title (Tughra) and began with the
invocation of God and an oath.61 Mehmet’s successor Beyazit II (1481 – 1512) acted upon the same
practice and renewed the treaty with Venice.62
By contrast, the Crusades received a different retrospective assessment in Latin
Christendom. The withdrawal of Crusaders from Palestine left no doubt that the project of
constituting Christian rule over the Holy Land had collapsed. First and foremost the Roman
Imperator and, next to him, other Christian rulers had proved to be incapable of enforcing the claim
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for universal rule in Palestine. Theologians such as Antonine of Florence (1389 – 1459) drew the
conclusion that humankind had fallen apart into two groups, namely the Romans (populus Romanus)
and the outsiders (populus extraneus). Outsiders, such as Muslims and Mongols, apparently refusing
to subject themselves to the rule of Roman law, were classed as “infidels” with the implication that
Antonine denied the existence of the ius gentium as a set of legal norms valid for all humankind.63
Worse even, the Fourth Crusade, which occurred in 1204 and did not reach Palestine, ended in the
sack of Byzantium by the Crusader army, followed by the oddity of the establishment of a “Latin
Imperium” over the city and adjacent areas. The Crusaders drove the Basileus to Trapezond into
exile, which lasted until the collapse of the “Latin Imperium” in 1261. In the course of these events,
the territory under Byzantine control shrank dramatically, so that, by the fourteenth century,
Byzantine Roman Imperial rule was factual rule over the city of Byzantium, while the surrounding
area fell under the control of the Ottoman Turkish Sultan.64 Thus, the Roman Imperator in Latin
Christendom as well as the Roman Imperator in Byzantium lost credibility as universal rulers in
consequence of the Crusades. The end of Roman imperial rule in Byzantium was solely a matter of
time. On 29 May 1453, the city came under the control of Sultan Mehmet II after six weeks of siege
and the death of Imperator Constantine XI. Palaiologos (1448 – 1453). The Sultan established his
headquarters in city, renamed Istanbul, while the Greek Orthodox Church has continued to use it as
its ecclesiastical centre.

New Elements in the Theory of the Law of War and Peace
In Latin Christendom, then, the Crusades enhanced the perception of an antagonism between Islam
and Christianity. This perception induced some Christian authors to even deny to Muslims the moral
status of human beings.65 Against these fundamentalist convictions, some intellectuals demanded
acceptance of the principal doctrine, enshrined in Christian as well as Muslim theology, that all
human beings are divinely created and share their moral status irrespective of religious beliefs.
These intellectuals insisted that this doctrine should be applied to the basic norms of the law of war
and peace as well. Contrary to the twelfth-century code of ecclesiastical canons, which allowed the
conduct of a just war only for the purpose of enforcing claims for compensation in reference to
Isidore of Seville’s opinion,66 St Thomas Aquinas, the most influential theologian of the thirteenth
century, raised his voice against the crusading ideology, took from works by St Ambrose and St
Augustine arguments supportive of the maintenance of peace as the divinely willed human
obligation and gave further precision to the theological criteria for the determination of the justice of
wars. According to St Thomas, who agreed on this point with Muslim theologians, these criteria
were to be applied to all forms of legitimate military conflicts everywhere in the world, including
holy wars. Consequently, warriors could expect recognition of their campaigns as just wars only
under the conditions that legitimate rulers conducted them under the good intention of defence and
with morally defensible war aims.67 With this specification, St Thomas laid the basis for arguments
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about the justice of war, which remained current during the subsequent two centuries. The
Neapolitan Lucas de Penna (c. 1325 – c. 1390) restated St Thomas’s doctrine 68 and the
Cologne-based theologian Henry of Gorkum (c. 1378 – 1431) enriched it with quotations from the
Holy Scripture.69 St Thomas remained within the Augustinian paradigm of the sequence of peace,
war and peace in admitting the restitution of previously inflicted injustice as the sole morally
defensible war aim. As St Thomas took for granted the possibility of objectively ascertaining the
factuality of previously inflicted injustice, he postulated that in any armed conflict only one side
could credibly claim justice for the war. He thereby repeated the established conviction that war was
regulated through legal norms of divine origin and beyond reach of human will.70 He thus defined
the law of war and peace as unset and universally valid and followed the Ciceronian tradition in
applying this definition to the ius gentium as well.71 In doing so, he opposed the demonisation of
non-believers as irreconcilable with Christian theological doctrine and insisted that given pledges
and valid treaties had to be honoured.72 The projection of the unity of humankind was not mere
theological speculation but impacted on the practical conduct of church affairs. For example, Pope
Innocent IV (1243 – 1254) sought to rescue the claim for universal rule by transferring it from the
Roman Imperium to the Catholic Church. A contemporary of St Thomas, he supported his demand
for recognition as a universal ecclesiastical ruler with the argument that all human beings, Christians
and non-Christians alike, were “Christ’s sheep”, and included not only Muslims but also Mongols, to
whom he dispatched a mission in his capacity as the Vicar of Christ.73 Moreover, the theory of just
war was not a merely abstract pattern of thought but influenced the practical conduct of war. Thus
King Edward III of England (1327 – 1377), applying St Thomas’s definition of war, justified the
English invasion of France with the argument that the French king had unlawfully ignored allegedly
just demands from the English side. The French side replied to the English declaration of war in
similar legalistic fashion. King Philipp VI of France (1328 – 1350) complained that Edward had
invaded French territory without any justification and that war was necessary to protect the rights of
the king of France as a “sovereign ruler” (souverain Seigneur).74 The so-called Golden Bulla of
Imperator Charles IV (1346 – 1378) of 1356 even stipulated that the announcement of a feud
(diffidatio) as a type of declaration of war should be communicated to the enemy three days in
advance of the beginning of fighting.75
The influential jurist Bartolo of Sassoferato (1313 – 1357) raised the question how the
claim towards universal rule of the Roman Imperator could be reconciled with the manifestly
existing pluralism of power holders within and beyond Latin Christendom. Bartolo approached the
question with the intellectual tools of jurisprudence rather than of theology.76 He contended that
originally the Roman Imperium had been the actual bearer of universal rule and postulated that
successively, one Imperator after the other had given out privileges granting autonomy of
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government to secondary rulers and gentes as political communities. These privileges, Bartolo
argued, had allowed their recipients within the Roman Imperium to choose among coexisting legal
systems. Thus, Bartolo posited, rulers had the choice between Roman law and non-Roman law
within as well as outside the Roman Imperium. Bartolo thus explained the factually existing
pluralism of power holders as the result of successive acts of the self-limitation of power from the
side of the Roman Imperator. Each Roman Imperator had, at his own discretion, given out these
privileges empowering secondary rulers. As, in Bartolo’s perception, only the Roman Imperator had
had the competence to limit the reach of his powers, all other rulers had ultimately derived their
status and power from imperial acts of grace. Consequently, the Roman Imperator remained the sole
genuinely universal ruler, holding some kind of overlordship, by which he could, on principle
without resort to the use of military force, revoke a privilege or restore his control through escheat.
According to Bartolo’s juristic theory, the universal rule of the Roman Imperator stood under the rule
of law, which was simultaneously Roman municipal and world law. The theory remained widely
accepted down to the fifteenth century among theologians seeking to strengthen the belief in the
divine origin of the Imperium, and among jurists struggling with questions about the justice of war.
Specifically, jurist Giovanni da Legnano (1320 – 1383) and theologian Henry of Segusio, Bishop of
Ostia [Hostiensis] (c. 1200 – 1271), concluded from Bartolo’s theory that no one was allowed to start
a war legally without imperial approval.77 Already in 1280, jurist Jacques de Révigny (1230/40 –
1296) had proposed the same argument in limitation to wars of expansion. According to Révigny,
wars of expansion were just only if they gave advantage to the Imperium and were conducted by
command from the Imperator under the goal of promoting universal rule. For all other rulers, wars
were allowed only for the purpose of repelling aggression.78 Thus, these theorists of the law of war
and peace advocated the need to restrict war-making capability by legal means and to limit the
possibility of conducting just wars of aggression to the Roman Imperator as the ruler, who could
articulate claims for universal rule but had comparative humble military means for implementing
these claims. Hostiensis added a typology of wars other than the imperial war. He listed six types of
wars which rulers other than the Roman Imperator could legitimately conduct, namely war for the
enforcement of an arbitration (bellum iudiciale), war against a party acting against an arbitration
(bellum praesumptuosum), war in self-protection or in defense of an ally (bellum licitum), war as an
attack against an unjust ruler (bellum temerarium), war against a combatant acting in breach of the
right to war (bellum voluntarium) and war in defence of against a ruler acting in breach of the right
to war (bellum necessarium). Hostiensis’s list of defensive types of war became standard in
fifteenth-century theoretical discussions of the law of war.79
There are indications showing that the derivation of legislative and war-making
competence from the postulates of the omnipotence of the universal ruler was not only current
among the learned but more widely spread. A variant of Legnano‘s argument that only the Roman
Imperator could launch a war of aggression legally at his own discretion, reappeared in the Middle
High German didactical epic Der Ring, apparently written by the lawyer Heinrich Wittenwiler at the
court of the Bishop of Constance early in the fifteenth century. At great length, the epic describes a
war between two neighbouring village communities. In one scene, farmers in a village located in the
Toggenburg (in what is Switzerland today), deliberate the question whether they should start a war
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against their neighbours because of some previously injustice they claimed to have suffered. The
village mayor makes it clear that the farmers can go to war, because “we have power from the kaiser
[Imperator]” (gwalt wir von dem kaiser haben).80 According to the epic, the village farmers argued
that they had the right to war in response to previously inflicted acts of injustice by virtue of some
imperial privilege. Wittenwiler played with stereotypes, which he took from thirteenth-century
vernacular court literature discriminating farmers as ignorant people. He laid into the mayor’s mouth
arguments about the justice of war by legitimate rulers, well knowing that dependent farmers did not
have the competence to decide authoritatively about war and peace. The argumentation of the village
mayor was inappropriate, because he tried to assure villagers of their ius ad bellum in two ways, first
by adducing a non-existent imperial privilege granting war-making capability, and then again by
resort to the right of resort to war in compensation for previously inflicted injustice. Wittenwiler let
the village mayor weave together two contemporarily existing but mutually exclusive legal
entitlements to war, by the grace of the universal ruler and in accordance with the divinely willed
law of war and peace. The war, which the farmers eventually fight, then ends in a horrible carnage.
The text is extant in only one single manuscript and thus does not seem to have circulated widely.
But the author explicitly stated his intention not to address the public trained in law but to familiarise
the general population with complex and complicated legal and moral issues through the narration of
a story. However, in order to accomplish his goal, Wittenwiler had to anticipate that his audience,
although not trained in law, would be able to follow the basic argument of the text. Put differently,
Wittenwiler must have assumed that core norms of the law of war and peace were already known to
audiences not trained in law, before they became exposed to the text of his epic.81

Autonomy of Rule and the Law
At the latest since the twelfth century, Roman law not only served as the source, from which claims
for priority of the Roman Imperator as the universal ruler vis-à-vis other power holders could be
derived, but also became applicable as the legal tool supporting demands for the recognition of the
autonomy of those other rulers, mainly those, who were entrusted to reign over territories and
population groups outside the Roman Imperium. Hence, jurist Marino da Caramanico, trained in
Roman law, included into his preface to the code of laws of Frederick II for the Kingdom of Sicily a
passage stating matter-of-factly that every king, who was not subordinated to the power of another
ruler, was entitled to enforce laws at his own will. Caramanico insisted that the King of Sicily was in
this position, as in areas under his control no laws made by another ruler were valid (in rege libero
qui nullius alterius potestati subiectus est, idem dicimus scilicet ut rex ipse possit condere legem, ...
qualis est rex Sicilie).82 In making this statement, Caramanico argued that the King of Sicily had the
same legislative competence as the Roman Imperator, and implied that the King of Sicily and the
Roman Imperator were equal in rank. In the case of Sicily, this statement was straightforward,
because Frederick II was incumbent to both offices, that of the Roman Imperator and that of the
King of Sicily. Hence, a conflict of interests between the claims of two rival rulers could not come
up. However, this type of conflict over the determination of rank arose, wherever the competence of
autonomous legislation of one ruler clashed with the same competence of another. This is the reason,
why similar statements by cleric Stephen of Tournai (1128 – 1203) and jurist Guilelmus Durantis
(1237 – 1296), working in France, carried more weight than Caramanico’s assertion. Already late in
the twelfth century, Stephen made it clear that, in his view, a king could refer to him himself as
imperator in his own kingdom and all other kings alike ([rex] in regno suo vel eundem vocat regem
et imperatorem).83 In this sentence, the word imperator does not have to represent the title of the
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Roman Imperator but can have been used in a non-technical sense as a term for someone capable of
legitimately giving out commands. Nevertheless, Stephen articulated the theoretical views that kings
had the competence of autonomous legislation over territories and population groups under their
sway and that no king had the right to intervene into the territory of another king.84 Durantis gave
expression to the same view with regard to the ius ad bellum by restricting the right to declare war to
a ruler to whom he referred to as princeps. In Durantis’s diction, the princeps was the highest
ranking ruler over a given territory and population group then usually bearing the royal title.85 For
Stephen of Tournai as well as for Durantis, then, the King of France appeared to be the ruler, to
whom their theoretical arguments were practically applicable and who, by consequence, were
subject to no one.
At this time, neither theologians nor jurists explicitly challenged the position of the Roman
Imperator as the universal ruler in Latin Christendom. Rather they advocated the theoretical position
that the claim for universal rule could not stand against the autonomy of legislation by other rulers.
Against the background of the great tradition of the law of war and peace, this position was
everything but shocking, as it placed rulers insisting upon the autonomy of their government into a
hierarchy of power holders. According to the law of war and peace, the Roman Imperator could
occupy the rank of the universal ruler, as long as he respected the autonomy of other rulers and did
not interfere into their domestic legislation. Autonomy was then not equivalent of independence.
However, these arguments could ferment more far-reaching theories advocating the
principled rejection of the supremacy of the Roman Imperator vis-à-vis al kings outside the Roman
Imperium. French intellectuals applied such theories with increasing frequency during the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. They popularised the French word souveraineté (sovereignty) as a term for
the highest-ranking ruler, equating it with the Latin words majestas (majesty) and potestas (power
holder). The ultimate root of the French word souveraineté was Classical Latin suprematus,
indicating in general terms the highest rank.86 As a technical term in this sense, souveraineté
became applicable not only to the position of the Roman Imperator but also to the pope in relation to
ecclesiastical matters as well as to any ruler with the entitlement for autonomous legislation.
According to this theory, there were many sovereigns, who did not have to be legally equal.87 The
theory gave momentum to efforts by rulers, mainly outside urban communities, who sought to have
their capability of autonomous legislation recognised through treaties in accordance with the law of
war and peace. For one, the Duke of Burgundy received concession of the renunciation of all claims
for suzerainty over Burgundy from the King of France on the occasion of the conclusion of the
Treaty of Peace of Arras of 1435.88 By stipulation of the treaty, the Duke of Burgundy was in
exclusive possession of the legislative capability for the Duchy and, by virtue of this concession,
souverain. Yet, at the same time, he remained a vassal to the King of France, thereby occupying a
lower rank.
The same process of the formalisation of relations among rulers of different ranks took
place within the Roman Imperium. The so-called Golden Bulla of Charles IV of 1356 formed the
equivalent of a basic law for the Imperium providing the framework of norms governing relations
among rulers in the Imperium. Through his enforcement of the Bulla, Charles manifested his own
legislative competence as Imperator. But, at the same time, he took the first step towards the
transformation of the Imperium from a political community holding universal rule into a political
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community composed of a ranking scheme of various territorial rulers and other types of power
holders. Among these stipulations was a set of norms regulating the process of the election of a new
Imperator. The Bulla ruled that seven dukes, marchgraves and earls occupied the highest rank next to
the Imperator within the Imperium, as they alone were entitled to participate in the imperial election
and had reserved for themselves the title of “Electors”. The Golden Bulla left untouched the
autonomous legislative competence of legitimate territorial rulers and urban councils within the
Imperium and even issued to them the privilege of forming military alliances.89 Rulers within the
Imperium, making use of these rights, were sovereign under the Imperator by fourteenth-century
standards.
Moreover, at the beginning of the fourteenth century, jurists joined hands with theologians
to find answers to the question how the pluralism of manifestly existing sovereign rulers could be
reconciled with the position of the Roman Imperium as the bearer of universal rule. A political
theory going back to Aristotle (384 – 322 BCE) offered one answer to this question. The theory
posited that humans were inclined to live in communities and that, within these communities, all
kinds of legitimate rule except domination over slaves had to find consensus from among the ruled.
Aristotle’s theory became known in Latin Christendom early in the fourteenth century. It opened a
new perspective on factors promoting the formation of communities in general as well as political
communities in particular. Abbot Engelbert of the Styrian monastery of Admont (c. 1250 – 1331)
worked hard to connect the belief, he shared, that the Roman Imperium was a divinely willed
institution, with the further belief that divine will had also allowed human beings to set up further
political communities at their own discretion.90 To that end, Engelbert assumed, communities of
residents of the one or the other territory had to accomplish agreement about the establishment of
government for their benefit. In combining the belief in the divine origin of the Roman Imperium,
the rise and fall of which appeared to be beyond human control, with the admission that further
political communities could result from human contractualising activity, Engelbert provided the
theoretical possibility of reconciling the Christian theological demand for the recognition of the
position of the Roman Imperium as the bearer of universal rule with the manifest existence of
legitimately autonomous states and other political communities within and outside the Imperium.
Thus, the theory of the government covenant formulated the conditions, under which legitimate
institutions of government could arise from human free will.
Already at this time, the theory of the government covenant existed in two versions. One
version, which Engelbert favoured, postulated that human beings could not revoke their agreement
upon the covenant once government had been established. Engelbert’s contemporaries Johann
Quidort, who taught at the University of Paris (c. 1255/60 – 1306),91 and the scholar Marsilius of
Padua (1275/90 – 1342/3), preferred the second version, according to which the ruled could cancel
their covenant, if the ruler failed to abide by it.92 Both versions of the theory of the government
covenant had in common the underlying conviction that the pluralism of autonomous states and
other political communities could be explained in terms of the law, not as the result of the use of
power. According to this theory, the pluralism of states and other political communities had not
resulted from revolutionary resistance against incumbent rulers nor had it come about through
privileges issued by the universal ruler, but had flown from human action in accordance with divine
will. The theory, at least in Engelbert’s version, left unharmed the quest for the recognition of the
Roman Imperium as a political community of its own, derived directly from divine will. At the turn
towards the fifteenth century, observers could even note that states, which had come into existence
through government covenants, continued in a “state” (status) of “repose” (tranquillitas).93
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The incremental acknowledgment of the pluralism of legitimate states and political
communities coexisting with the Roman Imperium had important impacts on the theory and practice
of the law of war and peace. With regard to the law of war, the combination of the theory of the
government covenant with the denomination of certain types of rulers, notably kings, as sovereigns,
widened the possibility of limiting the right to war to rulers recognised as occupying the “highest”
rank within their respective states.94 Henceforth, the ius ad bellum was effectively restricted to
“sovereigns”, with the implication that all aristocratic rulers, when placing themselves under the
sway of sovereigns, waived their entitlement to go to war at their own discretion. At the same time,
all aristocratic rulers, irrespective of their titles, retained the right to war, as long as they remained
autonomous. The Roman Imperator as well as other sovereign rulers then had to practically
demonstrate their position as “highest” rulers by effectively denying the right to war to power
holders on territories under their control. The legal instrument to implement this demand was the
treaty of the renunciation of the use of force. The dukes of Burgundy and Lorraine concluded such a
treaty on 15 October 1473.95 Moreover, rulers of various ranks made out a series of agreements on
keeping territorial peace since the thirteenth century. The series peaked in the conclusion of the
“Perpetual Territorial Peace” in 1495 for the Roman Imperium. 96 This agreement obliged all
autonomous territorial rulers and urban governments within the Imperium to settle their disputes
before a court of arbitration, which was to be established for the Imperium as a whole. The court
remained in existence until 1806. The attempt at imposing a general obligation to maintain peace
within the Imperium did not materialise, none the least because the 1495 agreement on the
“Perpetual Territorial Peace” did not bind rulers outside the Imperium. But the borders of the Roman
Imperium, where they had been acknowledged at the time, were now given legal significance for the
Imperium as a whole, as they demarcated the area within which the “Territorial Peace” was to be
observed.
The Roman Imperator thus lacked capability of manifesting his position as the universal
ruler through successful efforts to preserve peace even in Latin Christendom. This lack of capability
became even further transparent from the fact that the Imperator was not approached as an arbiter in
processes of the peaceful settlement of disputes among sovereign rulers. Thus, at the turn towards
the fourteenth century, King Edward I of England and King Philipp IV of France (1285 – 1314) did
not appeal to the Imperator but to Pope Boniface VIII (1294 – 1303) as arbiter in a legal battle over
rights of territorial control. But even the pope could perform his role as arbiter only after he had
consented to pronounce his verdict not as incumbent to the papal office but as a private person under
his given name Benedict of Gaeta. Benedict alias Boniface VIII decided in favour of Edward I. In a
subsequent case, he acted as pope.97 The incident shows that the pope as bearer of ecclesiastical
universal rule could become arbiter only under extraordinary conditions, the Roman Imperator as
claimant to the position of the secular universal ruler not at all.
The factual limitation of the Roman Imperium, now completely encircled with states under
the control of sovereign rulers, was reflected in its quasi-official name. The oldest record of the use
of the term “holy” (sacrum) for the Imperium dates from 1157, while the combination of “holy” with
“Roman” first appeared in 1254, producing the formula “Sacrum Imperium Romanum”. From the
middle of the fourteenth century, this formula came to be recorded in vernacular languages, mainly
in the German language. Towards the end of the fifteenth century, the specification “of the German
Nation” was added, explicitly limiting the bearers of the Imperium to one single gens. The Classical
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Latin word gens, however, remained in use only in some vernacular languages which had originated
from Latin, mainly in vernacular versions of the ius gentium, such as French droit des gens. Other
European languages abandoned the word gens, while opting for natio, which had already been
current in Cicero’s language next to gens as terms for political communities. Natio has remained part
of the stock vocabulary of most Northern, Western and Southern European languages in addition to
German Volk and derivatives of Latin populus, such as English ‘people’ and French peuple. The
attribute “of the German Nation” to the official name of the Roman Imperium appears to have been
conditioned by the fact that the Imperator had mostly been selected from dynasties of German
speaking areas from the tenth century and had their own titles to rule in these areas. Moreover,
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the lengthy process of the search for an appropriate
vernacular terminology for the Imperium reached its conclusion. The Imperium was scaled down to
one political community among many others. Its distinctive feature was, for the time being, that it
stood under the rule of the Imperator. Hence, the Imperium was no longer defined in terms of its
structure as a political community bearing universal rule, but through the title of its ruler alone.98
Latin imperator gradually gave way to vernacular versions, German Kaiser being derived from
Caesar, while continuing in Romance languages, for example as empereur in French, from which
sprang ‘emperor’ in English. Nevertheless, Dante could use the title “Cesare” for the Imperator early
in the fourteenth century.99 Even though there were many political communities next to and even
within the Roman Empire, only that Empire stood under the rule of an Emperor. The emperors
continued to follow the practice, established through Charles I in 800, to receive the imperial crown
in the city of Rome, thereby documenting their determination to keep the links of the “Empire” with
Rome. However, the last imperial coronation took place in Rome in 1452 for Frederick III (1440 –
1493), the bearer of the imperial title elected from the Habsburg dynasty then ruling over scattered
territories around Vienna and in Tirol. Between 1452 and 1806, the ties of the Roman Empire with
the city of Rome were manifest only in the imperial title and the official name of the political
community.
The theoretical allocation of the right to war to sovereigns, namely the Emperor, the
several kings, all autonomous aristocratic rulers, all autonomous towns and cities as well as some
monastic communities and secular orders, not only widened the gap between sovereign and
non-sovereign rulers but also established a club of privileged rulers who had the competence to
declare war without acting sinfully. The Catholic Church supported this process of the legalisation of
war and silenced opposition. When church reformer and pacifist John Wyclyf (c. 1330 – 1384), for
one, contended that secular rulers were principally sinful and that, by consequence, secular rule
could exist only by divine forgiveness for rulers’ sins, the Council of Constance (1414 – 1418)
explicitly condemned this doctrine as heretic.100 The same Council also had to decide about a legal
controversy between the Teutonic Order and the King of Poland. The latter denied the legitimate
autonomy of rule by the Teutonic Order. At the Council, supporters of the Order argued the theory
that “infidels” did not have the right of residing in areas under Christian control and drew on
Hostiensis for their argument. According to Hostiensis, “infidels” had to avoid communication with
Christians, as long as they refused to convert; furthermore, should “infidels” neither be willing to
stay away from Christians nor to agree to conversion, Christian were entitled to just war. Hostiensis
thus refuted the doctrine that the ius gentium provided for the general right of settlement for all
humankind. According to Hostiensis’s legal opinion, the Teutonic Order had conducted a just war
against the Old Prussians in areas south of the Baltic Sea.101 This position came under sharp attack
from supports of the King of Poland. Paulus Vladmiri (c. 1370 – 1435), a scholar well versed in
legal and theological matters, pointed to the theory, laid down authoritatively in works by St
Augustine, St Thomas Aquinas and Pope Innocent IV, that the ius gentium was applicable to all
humankind, as all human being were divinely created irrespective of their religious beliefs.
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According to this theory, the war of the Teutonic Order against the Old Prussians was unjust and
their control over territories illegitimate. Vladimiri did not bother to approach the Emperor as the
ultimate overlord of the Teutonic Order, but appealed to the pope, whose instructions the Order
appeared to have violated. Therefore, Vladmiri concluded, the pope had the task of sanctioning the
Order.102 In Vladimiri’s view, the Order was under papal jurisdiction, even though it acted as an
autonomous legislator and was engaged in wars, thereby documenting its sovereignty. But Vladimiri
did not succeed in convincing the Council to revoke the Order’s sovereignty.
The controversy reflected the process of the specification of the law of war. To the
fourteenth century, the law of war had been a set of norms providing the criteria for the
determination of the justice of war. By contrast, by the fifteenth century, it had turned into a set of
norms regulating the right to war (ius ad bellum) and the law in war (ius in bello). The most
important factor provoking the shift of contents of the law of war was not the transfer of theorising
competence from theologians to jurists,103 but, conversely, the growing influence of jurists upon the
formulation and implementation of the law of war was the result of the process, by which the
pluralism of autonomous rulers had found legal recognition.

New Aspects of the Law of Peace: Diplomacy and the Law of Treaties
Changes in the law of peace reflected the same process. At the latest since the thirteenth century,
exchanges of diplomatic plenipotentiaries among autonomous territorial rulers and urban
governments became more frequent, most notably among cities in Northern Italy. Envoys moved
back and forth on specific commissions. Even in the twelfth century, the regularity of special
diplomatic missions contributed to the creation of keys for the coding of texts, an early case being
recorded from Venice in 1145 and even to the codification of older norms of diplomatic intercourse
on the basis of Isidore of Seville’s Encyclopaedia. These norms stipulated the inviolability of
diplomatic envoys and the protection of the safety of their property. By the thirteenth century, the
Senate of Venice obtained from Muslim rulers the privilege of consular justice in cases involving
traders under its control and other Christians, and the practice came to be applied to other European
traders as well. 104 Likewise, in the thirteenth century, it was possible to adduce the murder of a
diplomatic envoy as a cause of a just war. Thus, Great Khan Güyük of the Mongols (1246 – 1248)
used the occasion of his reply of 12 November 1246 to a letter by Pope Innocent IV to justify
military actions against “Magyars and Christians” by armed forces under his command with the
accusation that these enemies had previously murdered his envoys.105 In his letter of 1245 to the
Great Khan, the Pope had demanded safe conduct (salvus conductus) for the envoys he had dispatch
to the Mongols.106 Both, the Great Khan and the Pope, assumed that inviolability of envoys and the
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protection of the safety of their property were rights that existed among humankind without having
to be legislated. At the same time, however, they recorded their anxiety that the rights of diplomats
might not be enforceable. Diplomatic envoys thus operated in an arena in which the capability of
governing institutions to insure the enforcement of the law of peace under all circumstances could
not be taken for granted. Nevertheless, basic norms of the law of peace continued to be accepted as
divinely willed and common to all humankind, as Bernard du Rosier, Archbishop of Toulouse (1400
– 1475), an early theorist of diplomacy, noted in the fifteenth century.107
From the 1420s, sources began to provide records of diplomatic missions, which were not
mandated by special commissions but were dispatched without a finite term and had no specific task
to accomplish.108 The Senate of Venice took the lead in sending out such standing missions and
demanded their members to report regularly on their activities at their destination. Initially, these
standing missions lacked a common terminology. In the fifteenth century, the word “Ambaxiator”
was a neologism, the meaning of which Bernhard du Rosier believed to have to explain. He was
convinced that “ambaxiatores” were government officials dispatched anywhere by any governing
institution except by the Catholic Church, which, he knew, termed its envoys “nuncii”.109 In the
thirteenth century, Durantis had laid down similar observations, while using the long-established
word legatus for the envoys. According to Durantis, anyone could become legatus whom someone
would send to someone else (Legatus est seu dici potest, quicumque ab alio missus est). Jurist
Martinus Garatus from Lodi, surnamed Laudensis († 1453), repeated this definition in the fifteenth
century.110 However, diplomatic exchanges did not represent the sole type of exchange among rulers
and governments during the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Instead, they merely
supplemented the practice of personal meetings of rulers, of which more than two hundred have been
counted between 1270 and 1440. However, much as these meetings were frequent, they did raise
criticism. Critics argued that the conduct of relations among states should be entrusted to
professional diplomats rather than left to the vicissitudes of personal likes and dislikes of rulers. One
practicing diplomat even insisted that it was a “folly” to arrange personal meetings between rulers
both of whom regarded themselves as sovereign equals.111
At this time, the negotiation and conclusion of peace treaties and other agreements formed
part of the regular agenda of standing missions. Since the twelfth century, the “composite” procedure
of treaty-making112 had become standardised, most notably for treaties made out between cities in
Northern Italy. According to this procedure, negotiations for agreements and their drafting as
preliminary legal instruments took place in separation from their validation and eventual
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enforcement. The procedure ascribed competence for the various stages of the treaty-making process
to different persons or groups. It demanded the specific empowerment of envoys as plenipotentiaries,
who had the entitlement to negotiate and draft treaties. It equated the beginning of the validity of
negotiated draft agreements with the ratification by the governing agencies acting as signatory
parties. Ratification as the formal act of validation could, but did not have to be stipulated in the
texts. Within the “composite” procedure of treaty-making, diplomatic envoys as negotiators and
drafters themselves could not enter into legally binding obligations, but the procedure implied that
every treaty became binding upon validation not only for validating rulers or governments but also
their successors.
As already in the Ancient Near East, agreements could be written out in the form of
separate but correlated declarations of the wills of the signatory parties, such as the English-French
Treaty of Brétigny of 8 May 1360. This treaty has been transmitted in the form of the declaration of
will, which the King of France submitted to the King of England. The King of England ratified the
treaty at Calais on 24 October 1360.113 The concordat as a form of legal instruments was frequent in
use, because it helped parties, technically speaking for themselves, to avoid the fixing of differences
of rank in one single text.114 Another element of tradition was the oath the swearing of which
remained common practice.115 But next to concordats, treaties were made out in the form of a
diploma as the combined expression of the wills of the signatories.
Not only monarchs as territorial rulers but also urban councils availed themselves of these
traditions of treaty-making. The German Hansa, originally an alliance among merchant guilds, had
transformed itself into an urban league by the turn towards the fourteenth century, comprising the
councils of many towns and cities as the homes of merchant guilds. Hansa urban councils as holders
of autonomous legislative power were entitled to the right of war not only against other towns and
cities but also against other types of power holders. Consequently, Hansa urban councils were also
capable of concluding peace treaties. Usually, these agreements did not feature the Hansa League as
a signatory, but specified certain towns and cities as partners to territorial rulers. Treaties could come
into existence as joint or separate declarations of wills. On the one side, the cities of Bremen,
Dortmund, Groningen, Lübeck, Munster, Riga and Soest entered (concordatum et conclusum) into a
peace agreement with King Henry VI of England (1422 – 1461, 1470 – 1471) on 7 June 1437. The
agreement is extant in a diploma, which both sides had jointly validated.116 On the other side, King
Edward IV of England (1461 – 1470, 1471 – 1483) promulgated his convention of Utrecht of 20 July
1474 with Lübeck, Gdansk and further unspecified towns as his own edict, into which he inserted the
agreement he had validated. A variant of the same agreement is extant in the text of the jointly
validated charter, preserved in the city archives of Lübeck and Wismar.117 The peace agreement of
Stralsund of 2 July 1370 between some listed and some unspecified members of the Hansa League
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on the one side and King Håkon VI of Norway (1343 – 1380) is on record in the “promise” by the
involved Hansa towns and cities to keep the peace for fifty years and to guarantee safety during this
period.118 The original of the “promise” has been preserved in the archives at Ledraborg in Norway,
whence the text of the “promise” must have been entrusted to the Norwegian king. Conversely, the
city archive of Lübeck keeps the original of the diploma, through which King Eric VII of Denmark
(1412 – 1439), on 17 July 1435, confirmed the peace agreement of Wordingborg of 15 July 1435
with Lübeck, Hamburg, Lüneburg and Wismar. Hence, King Eric must have submitted the diploma
to one of his treaty partners.119 The large number of treaties concluded between Hanseatic towns and
cities on the one side, territorial rulers in northern and western Europe on the other, testifies to the
mutual recognition of the legal equality of members of the Hanseatic League and kingdoms. The
treaties portray the Hansa League as group, which did not call into question the legal autonomy of its
members and, by consequence, was not drawn on a model for the structure of political communities
that rivalled that of kingdoms and other types of territorial states. Likewise, they confirm that the
great tradition of the law of war and peace continued to inform the practice of concluding treaties
among states from Ancient Near Eastern times into the fifteenth century.
In his treatise on the theory of the law of treaties, jurist Martinus Garatus formulated the
basic legal norm obliging sovereign signatory parties to honour binding agreements, specifically
peace treaties.120 This basic legal norm had already been enshrined in Roman law (ius civile) and
found its expression in the formula pacta sunt servanda. Garatus specified that treaties were invalid
only under the condition that they infringed upon divine law. In relation to the law of war and peace,
Garatus derived the basic norm pacta sunt servanda from divine will, without saying anything
substantially new. For the obligation to abide by treaties that had been agreed upon in accordance
with divine law has been part of the great tradition of the law of war and peace. However, Garatus
was the first to draw from his derivation of the basic norm from divine will the pragmatic conclusion
that the pope as Christ’s vicar of earth could oblige sovereigns (principes) to keep treaties.121
Garatus further maintained that it was the pope’s duty to promote peace.122 The pope had, as
Garatus knew well, no military but only ecclesiastical means to enforce peace among sovereign
governments. In positoning only the pope as an agent capable of promoting peace, Garatus took
issue with Dante’s expectation that the Roman Emperor could accomplish the task of bringing justice
and peace to the world at large. Garatus also insisted that the basic legal norm pacta sunt servanda in
Christendom was neither part of the tradition of Roman law (ius civile) nor an element of the ius
gentium common to humankind, but perceived that basic norm as flowing from divine will by papal
intermediation. Hence, in Garatus’s perspective, the law of treaties between states as part of the law
of peace was no longer a given set of norms valid for all humankind but only among Christians.

Summary
From the twelfth century, the tradition of Roman law (ius civile) gave support to the formation and
solidification of states constituted as sovereigns over specified territories, but no longer the Roman
Imperium as the perceived bearer of universal rule in Latin Christendom. The claim to universal rule
remained in existence and even received a new foundation in the juristic theory of Bartolo of
Sassoferato. In his Booklet on Imperial Monarchy of 1460, the Basle canonist Hermann Peter from
Andlau (in Alsace) (c. 1420 – c. 1484) described the Sacrum Imperium Romanum (Holy Roman
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Empire) as if it were a territorial state and could even oblige the Roman Emperor to the specific task
of guaranteeing the security of travellers on public roads within the Empire only, that is, not for
Christendom at large.123 In doing so, Peter did indeed refer to the Imperium as the divinely willed
government (gubernaculum) of humankind, claimed that the Imperator had to protect peace
everywhere on earth, occupied a higher rank than all other sovereigns (reges et principes) in relation
to authority and power (auctoritate et potestate) and that all “nations” (naciones) stood under him
(sub eo sunt). Yet, Peter had to admit that already the King of France, although “de jure” subject to
imperial overlordship, actually did not recognise the Imperator as a superior ruler.124
By the second half of the fifteenth century, then, a substantial effort was required for
theoretical arguments seeking to render the law of war and peace valid as a set of rules for all
humankind. The idea that that law originated from divine will and did not require human legislative
action, continued to feature in fifteenth-century legal and political theory. However, the practice of
the conduct of relations among states had already transformed the law of war and peace into a set of
norms regulating these relations mainly within Latin Christendom. The shrinking range of the
practical application of the law of war and peace in the course of the thirteenth, fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, threatened the legitimacy of the Roman Imperium. This was so, because, under
the rule of the more narrowly defined law of war and peace, the Imperium dwindled to one among
many other states. At the time, when Roman imperial rule found its end in Byzantium, the Roman
Imperium of the Occident stood in a shaky position. It owed its existence mainly to the persistent
belief that the world could only continue to exist as long as the Imperium remained, as Peter assured
his readers.125 He thereby confirmed that some pieces of the great tradition of the law of war and
peace were still effective in the later fifteenth century.
The belief that an institution of universal rule, overarching the manifold particular states
and other political communities, could enhance the continuity of the world as a whole is on record in
the several world maps extant till the turn towards the sixteenth century. The dominant type of world
map, in Christianity as well as in Islam, retained core features of the tradition formed in Ancient
Near Eastern times and representing the planet earth as a permeable land encircled by the ocean as a
narrow strip of water.126 This type of map visualised the surface of the planet earth as the triad of the
intertwined continents of Africa, Asia and Europe.127 The world appeared in some of these maps
under figures such as Christ and angles, who were associated with the divine sphere, and,
simultaneously, above demons the shape of dragons literally representing the underworld. Except for
the reference to the Biblical myth of Gog and Magog, reportedly confined behind walls of stone,
these maps did not show any human-made borders, thereby portraying the human world as an
integrated legal and political space.128 As a rule, Palestine formed the centre of the depicted triad of
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continents, positioned on the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea, that is, on the lower fringes of
Asia.129 The East of Asia, that means the upper part of the map next to the divine sphere, was home
to terrestrial paradise, positioned either on the easternmost margins of the continent or as an island
off the continental coast. Usually, terrestrial paradise appeared in symbolic shapes, manifest through
four, occasionally five rivers, two faces and the tree of knowledge.130 According to these pictorial
maps, the human world existed between heaven and hell. Thus, the maps represented the human
world not only in its spatial dimension, but also in the temporal dimension of the path of humankind
from its divine creation to its future end on Judgment Day.131 These maps commonly located the
Roman Imperium in their lower part and thus emphasised the position of the Imperium as the last of
the world empires before the end of the world. Hence, to the end of the fifteenth century, the world
maps gave pictorial expression to the expectation that the human world would accomplish unity in
the future while preserving the diversity of the collective identities of political communities as they
were.
The same type of world map was common in Orthodox Christendom and in Islam. Muslim
maps differed from the Latin Christian type by positioning the South with Africa at their top,132
while Byzantine Greek maps opted for the North, placing Europe at the top.133 Muslim maps
regularly inserted Mekka as central place and allowed for a larger space allocated to seaways than
Latin and Greek maps. The latter feature was obviously derived from nautical experiences of Arab
seafarers in the Indian Ocean. Arab nautical knowledge disseminated in Greek and Latin
Christendom gradually from the middle of the fifteenth century. Muslim maps thus joined their
Christian counterparts in representing the human world as an integrated space and the locus of
claims for universal rule.134
Obviously, these manifestations of universal rule were mutually exclusive, first and
foremost because they became simultaneously explicit. Yet the assumption is unfounded that the
ideologies informing Christian and Muslim world maps were simply reflections of crusading
propaganda and Muslim La-maqām theory. Maps were not mere displays of ideology, because, as
expressions of claims to universal rule, they existed long before the beginning of the Crusades and
were not specific to West Asia, the Mediterranean area and Europe. Similar maps are on record from
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East Asia from the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. These maps also featured the human
world as a permeable land mass encircled with water and represented the land as a dyad of China
and India, the two main Buddhist areas.135 Buddhism was recognisable as the source of Chinese
world maps, which showed Buddhist sacred places together with the itinerary of the monk Xuan
Zang (603 – 664), who contributed most to the spreading of Buddhism in East Asia.136 This type of
world mapl like its occidental and Muslim counterparts, was, then, a manifestation of universal rule,
as articulated under the early Ming Dynasty.137
All the manifestations of universal rule coexisting in the tri-continental world of Africa,
Asia and Europe between the thirteenth and the fifteenth century, albeit mutually exclusive, did not
spark political or even military confrontations between the Chinese government on the one side,
rulers in Islam and Christendom on the other. Apparently, in East Asia as well as in the
Mediterranean area and in Europe, maps were recognised as visions of the future, as the
manifestations of universal rule from each side were known by all others through travel reports by
Ibn Battūta (1304 – 1368/77),138 from stories by some Christian merchants and missionaries having
reached East Asia,139 and from narratives by Chinese navigators having traversed the Ocean perhaps
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even reaching the coasts of East Africa early in the fifteenth century.140 The ideal that humankind
should be integrated into a single community was present from the thirteenth century and formed the
program for a better future against the recognisable and often awkward divisions in the empirical
world of warring states.
Within Latin Christendom, the city evolved as an autonomous political community with its
own legislative competence between the twelfth and the fifteenth century and became then model for
legitimate, centralised and bureaucratic government. The theory of the government covenant,
positioning human-willed rule as compatible with the divinely imposed order of the world, and the
tradition of Roman law (ius civile) jointly advanced the process of the formulation of a political
theory that placed government under the rule of law. On the basis of the tradition of Roman law,
jurists advocated the theory that rulers entitled to autonomous legislation should be recognised as
sovereigns and holders of the highest rank among autonomous governing institutions, subject to the
control of the pope with regard to religious matters and to the rule of the law of war and peace with
regard to secular issues. These theorists equated autonomy with legitimate legislative capability as
the main feature of sovereignty. Even though, according to this theory, sovereignty could but did not
necessarily imply legal equality, it became harder for theorists of the law of war and peace to provide
cogent reasons why the law of war and peace should be accepted as generally valid over all
humankind. The difficulty arose from the apparent paradox that sovereign rulers could only
document autonomous legislative capability, as long as they were not bound by norms except those
they had set for themselves. To the end of the fifteenth century, theorists retained the expectation that
norms of the law of war and peace originated from divine will. But this expectation turned into a
matter of belief, but was not based upon the law. Put differently: in Latin Christendom, theorists
prioritised specifically Christian norms of the law of war and peace over norms overarching the
bounds of religious beliefs.
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